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Preface

The contents of this zine were produced in “Creative Writing with 
Computation and Machine Learning,” a five-day workshop held at 
Anderson Ranch Arts Center in early July 2021. The workshop 
introduced students to the Python programming language as a means to 
explore the creative potential of computation and language. Among the 
techniques we discussed: context-free grammars, language models, natural 
language processing, and word vectors. We hope you enjoy the fruit of our 
computational labor.

Allison Parrish led the workshop. The workshop participants were Jacob 
Geiger, Karin Hodgin Jones, Edwin Ryerson, and Wiley Wiggins. Our 
intern was Kim Patterson. Cover design by Wiley Wiggins.

Allison Parrish
Snowmass Village, Colorado

July 2021
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Mountain Poems

Playwrite

Trail Poem
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 On an opulent mountain

     I forgot about my job as a veterinary assistant (vivaciously, bravely)
          and chided by that opulent sexiness,
               I made my first poem:

'Clinical Friendship'

And pa
tientl

y
waited
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│         ╱       ╲         │        
│        ╱         ╲        │        
│       ╱           ╲       │        

On an icy mountain

     I was fired from my job as an executive secretary (it's a new day!)
          and accused by that icy awfulness,
               I wrote my first poem, titled:

'Sharp Bayonet'

And
made
my

home
there
And
sle
pt 
the
re
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On an arbitrary mountain

I was let go from my job as a fungus collector (again, forever)
and seen by that arbitrary spryness,

I made my first poem:

‘Opulent Forklift'

And
held
my

  breath
for

the ap
plause
And
nev
er 
wen
t h
ome
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On an exquisite mountain

I rage quit my job as an art appraiser
and supported by that exquisite saprogenicity,

I wrote my first (exquisite!) poem called:

'Psychological Looter'
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ANGST                                                   

SCENE: The study of the MACGREGOR'S in a small town by a forest. 

It is a late afternoon in mid-summer.  A finished room is revealed, bearing 
the traces of another generation.  A large fire-place at the left, now 
concealed by an embroidered screen; horsehair furniture, a steamer trunk 
branded with the initials 'M.H.', and a stack of hymnals create a subtle 
atmosphere of time gone by. There is a lamp on the table, and another on a 
bracket by the door in back. Warm daylight filters through the window doors. 

The MACGREGOR'S are discovered together. Persephone, a rather lonely woman of 
about eighteen, with a suggestion of quick sensibilities, is standing, lost in 
thought, looking out into the garden. Her mother, Minnie, nearing fifty-three, 
extinguished and punishing in manner, is seated at the table reading a book.  

MINNIE 

But as we are of different opinions he must be the one to get started, because 
he's a man.

PERSEPHONE (STAMMERS) 

Yes?

MINNIE  

What makes you say that?

PERSEPHONE 

What was the man.

MINNIE (IRRITABLY)

It means less to the child, as it has been discovered that no one knows, you 
surely cannot know.

PERSEPHONE  

Hmm…

MINNIE 

When you had proved that I am truthful now when I explained he induced some 
other firms to use all I can find the way it is accomplished.



PERSEPHONE 

You don't think it was your father speaking and his father and his father back,  
Minnie.

MINNIE (BLUSHES)  

I don't follow.

PERSEPHONE (GLEEFULLY)

How wonderful, how splendid, To know that I have my old skill, though it's been a  
very trivial person, there is in her finds it, and they lived here for ten years,  
most unhappily.

MINNIE 

 start somep'n and de coal and de woild moves!

PERSEPHONE 

You don't think it was a fine want of mawkishness.

MINNIE (GASPS FINALLY)

After you heard me say when she walks, treads on the typewriter as lovingly as many  
a woman has pressed a rose. Thelf you knobly, chis of. Tent ith. To ((antarthave  
onsing, back he an wayed, to gon't on gonsirm thast)). I'm macher out he her huse  
the here ber, womplit I frovereing got bir:  Army suppor der mor mild do a pild and  
hat I wen ever and in to judyind he ings thave thatany nor you evert ingirls Bere  
wome aing and ing hat haps whant andus stableack if to beed hosto us, as ing abou,  
foldress.

PERSEPHONE (GASPS)

I'm altink ar? Thes, als sam hen deat's eas agget the yed I belpeand it ant Wile. To  
like wer work. To to to olit, was dide, I thels fold ands it. Whis yout and hou're  
no lacher mar fore wheng giver pirlif did, arry? It's and wantime but you dre do se  
inne of ch ped lif, do key? Your deant, I ch hod paill speneve goo. Hey?  

 The two stare at each other, at standoff, in fabulous silence  

THE CURTAIN FALLS

[Generated using a corpus of combined dialogue from Polite Satires, by Clifford Bax, Contemporary One-Act Plays by B. Roland 
Lewis et al. The Hairy Ape by Eugene O’Neill and Sweet and Twenty: A Comedy in One Act by Floyd Dell]



the weight a complete 
sentence Perhaps not a 
field Song A footpath 
Sorry, snail jay the 

living the distance the 
shale Small white 

flowers Stones Asters 
the size a funny bone I 

the ditch gazetteer 
culverts the trunks the 
valley whose trunk mud 
New mud slope the water 

and friction
Maple sapling the 

obscurity Condos Chapter 
trees she the flowers

signifies drying obscure pressing clad 
talking rise packed exposing Turn 
stacked covered float Stooped grew 
riding drumming planned catches going 
know walking grows ticking hold 
burrowed says realize stand Flaking

It had. Into the ditch, Wild washed among the white granite.
In the distance, Stones pressed of a tree. Safety rope

burned of the path. A fallen, burned trunk pressed the tree
and the water. That exposed the caws like an angry mob
booing. This proxy made the glassy mob. Dogs washed of

corrugation of a metal drainage pipe just exposed beneath
the trail. That had. I exposed. I made of blue damselflies.

Which cooked the suspensions and the rock.

says rattling 
grows exposing 
wailing 
collapsing 
pressed crows 
hold carries 
grows grew 
flutters becomes 
roughens walked 
vary clad 
scarring Barking 
realize know 
heads trotting 
pointed avoid 
blocked step 
light packed

Like bristles, pale lavender and, Holes, A rock barren limbs 
Three small girls the letter the obscurity Two runners WF the 
drainage ditch The rocks W The practicalities each hand a tree 

the drainage ditch good boy congrats Worm-carved log it The 
sharpness a field the trail cars a little sour Hogweed Acidic 

soil a meadow Narrower path sun Split shale the A her head 
Green immature pine cones no bark base A spool a meadow 

Dandelions Dick the distance Dogs paws each letter the brush 
standard purple and white Small airplane Green immature pine 

cones R Graffiti w the letter A them themselves blue 
damselflies the sun The water bugs Asters wide trail the hill 
the smooth logs the distance Columbine the soles my blister 

The translucency Toppled mother N + LMW

[source: class nature corpus]



Karin Hodgin Jones

Nuclear Love Letter

A Politics of_

Generator "Annotated Bibliography":

SpeciesCollapse-PitchBot

Brush Creek



Nuclear Love Letter
[In the format of Love Letter Generator, by Christopher Strachey, written for the Manchester Mark I in 1952.]

Thermal Duck,

My hunger wistfully pants for your burnup.

Yours fervently, 

K.H.J



A Politics of_ 
[In the format of A House of Dust, written in Fortran in 1967 by Alison Knowles and James Tenney. Additional 
sources:  auto-complete searches on Google.com, DuckDuckgo.com and Twitter, July 1, 2021.]

A politics of moral engagement
 in dense woods
      using electricity
            inhabited by vegetarians
 

A politics of exhaustion
 by a river
      using natural light
            inhabited by friends and enemies           
               

A politics of gun control
 in an overpopulated area
      using candles
            inhabited by people who love to read
               

A politics of style
in a deserted factory

      using natural light
          inhabited by collectors of all types
             

A politics of food aid
 in a green, mossy terrain
      using candles
            inhabited by lovers
               

A politics of editorial accountability
 in a metropolis
      using natural light
            inhabited by people who sleep almost all the time

A politics of indispensability
 in a place with both heavy rain and bright sun
      using candles
            inhabited by fishermen and families
                

A politics of repair
 in a hot climate
      using all available lighting
            inhabited by friends



Generator "Annotated Bibliography":
[distilgpt2 model, fine tune = none]

1. Robert L. M. et al. "The Effects of High-frequency Biosynthetic Coating on Cows 
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2. F. A. D. Jr. and J. (1997), "Chlorophyll: an adaptation of plants to low-voltage 
Biosynthetic Coating," Plant Health & Human Reproduction: 57, No. 2, pp. 26–35.

3. J. L. J. (1988), "Chlorophyll-Fired Acids of Tridrug-1 for Lettuce and Other 
Plants," Plant Health & Human Reproduction: 61, No. 2, pp. 6-7.

4. F. M. et al. "Chlorophyll's Potential Impact on Pollution Management in Cows," 
Plant Health & Human Reproduction: 58, No. 2, pp. 7–9.

5. F. M. et al. , "Chlorophyll's Potential Impact on Pollution Management in Cows," 
Plant Health & Human Reproduction: 56, No. 2, pp. 9–11.

6. F. M. and J. L. J. (2000), "Chlorophyll-Fluid-Coating Carriers and the Influence of 
Hormone-Lactate on Cows," Plant Health & Human Reproduction: 50, No. 2, pp. 
16–21.



SpeciesCollapse-PitchBot
[Text source: Corpora Project, bot produced using Cheap Bots Done Quick.]



Brush Creek
[Source: distilgpt2 finetuned on the class nature corpus (10 epochs), prompted with "Columbines grow in the 
meadow"]

Columbines grow in the meadow behind the runners  

A drainage ditch emptying into the meadow 

A fire knocking over the hillside Scars and mudslides and crests in the distance 

What do you think of this place on the earth 

A clearing in the distance  

Red lighted out by the tarp that grows too tall to bench 

A stone impenetrically collecting dead fallen trees behind the hikers A clearing of rock 

painted red with silver, half 



Jacob Geiger

Three Variations in My Childhood Bedroom

I, You

Lyrical Probabilities





















Edwin Ryerson

A Blend of  World Famous Locations

An Unfinished Blend of World Locations

An Unusual Touch on Morning Star, Responses with spaCy 



A Blend of World Famous Locations

The woodpecker was crazy at the Bug Carousel, a world famous college bookstore.

The camel was annoyed at the Hammam-Meskoutine, a world famous carnival.

The praying mantis was determined at the Huacachina, a world famous dog park.

The shark was brave at the Ganges Delta, a world famous art gallery.

The fox was confused at the Child Eater of Bern, a world famous motel.

The rainbow trout was courageous at the Pyramids of Giza, a world famous aquarium.

The snake was brainy at the Badlands, a world famous voting booth.

The kangaroo was anxious at the Antarctica, a world famous fast food chain.

The snake was angry at the Northern Territory Rivers, a world famous hot dog stand.

The walrus was disgusted at the Mount Ararat, a world famous bowling alley.

Sentences formed with Tracery and lists compiled with BeautifulSoup.



An Unfinished Blend of World Famous 
Locations

The mouse was undisturbed at the Rhine River, a world famous and successful 

railroad, and it had one of the most unique features, which could not be easily 

overlooked. In fact, it was one of the single

The goat was perky at the Iguazu Falls, a world famous waterfall in Peru, during 

a time of rising seas. This particular area was named after the people of the hill 

where the famous 'Vena'

The deer was unfazed at the Devils Tower, a world famous arena in New York.

The turtle was timid at the Atlantic Ocean Road, a world famous hunting trip. 

She had made a few trips down the Atlantic in her short life, and then to the U.S. 

Gulf Coast. The turtle grew up

The donkey was bandaged at the Hammam-Meskoutine, a world famous food 

market in Switzerland. This was actually a popular food market in Switzerland, 

where the price of the donkey could be as high as the

Sentence stems made with Tracery and finished with Hugging Face’s 

Transformers.



An Unusual Touch on Morning Star 
Responses with spaCy

New
The languages same by Pierce Brown in Morning Star improve the 
reader realize Darrow's circumstances' scales and irreversible. Rollo, a 
Sons of Aries welding, leads the ranked member through Phobos and 
recommends them on motivating the high colors and detrimental 
quality colours. Rollo encourages Darrow, "They need a chairman, and 
if the Reaper of Mars decides to come back from the killed here...you 
won't have an troops, you'll they a tidal at your heels."  The book's 
phrase prefer explained the size of the Society, contains roughly 18 
billion people. Additionally, it demonstrating the force of low colors 
and thug rules. Darrow's hostility enabling the billions of lowering and 
back colors on Phobos to strike against the oppression of their globe 
and aids "The soaring." The phrase choose, "you'll could a tides at your 
heels," plaster the doubted of a vision and hope.

Original.
The language used by Pierce Brown in Morning Star helps the reader 
understand Darrow's actions' scale and consequences. Rollo, a Sons of 
Aries welder, leads the ranking members through Phobos and advises 
them on empowering the low colors and damaging high colors. Rollo 
encourages Darrow, "They want a leader, and if the Reaper of Mars 
decides to come back from the dead here...you won't have an army, 
you'll have a tide at your heels." (Brown) The author's word choice 
explains the size of the Society, containing roughly 18 billion people. 
Additionally, it demonstrates the force of low colors and mob rule. 
Darrow's defiance empowers the millions of low and mid colors on 
Phobos to strike against the tyrants of their world and aid "The 
Rising." The word choice, "you'll have a tide at your heels," cements 
the enormity of a vision and hope.



New 
Darrow au Andromedus, born the "Morning Star" in Morning Star by Pierce 
Brown, symbol hope. He is the leader of "The rise," born a Red and 
inscribed into a monster of garrison to destroy the Society and creating a 
perfect unions. Darrow introduction the nicknamed that Sefi the Quiet had 
him as he led the Obsidians from emancipation, "They call me the Morning 
Star. That star by which griffin-jockey and travelers locate the wastes in the 
reddish month of summer. The last star that disappearing when daylight 
returns in the summer." (Brown) Brown's articulation mentioned to Darrow's 
role as a chairman. He becomes a pinnacle, leading the high color to a 
worlds of equality and away from slavery. The feeling matching a kind of 
hoping so common in "The rise." His legends grows as his style sling blade 
is adorned and painted around the Society to display solidarity.

Original
Darrow au Andromedus, christened the "Morning Star" in Morning Star by 
Pierce Brown, symbolizes hope. He is the leader of "The Rising," born a 
Red and carved into a beast of war to dismantle the Society and create a 
perfect union. Darrow introduces the nickname that Sefi the Quiet gave him 
as he led the Obsidians from slavery, "They call me the Morning Star. That 
star by which griffin-riders and travelers navigate the wastes in the dark 
months of winter. The last star that disappears when daylight returns in the 
spring." Brown's diction alludes to Darrow's role as a leader. He becomes a 
beacon, leading the low colors to a world of equality and away from 
slavery. The mood sets a sense of hope so common in "The Rising." His 
legend grows as his signature sling blade is carved and painted around the 
Society to display solidarity.

Brown, P. (2016). Morning Star. Del Ray Books.







'But, as vin, sin liked the as pearls onestand daught waslacke onis ge.' - Texas Egg Council


